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1. INTRODUCTION 
Apery’s proof of the irrationality of c(2) and c(3) started from the iden- 
tities 
Similar expansions are known for C(4) and C(5). The purpose of this paper is 
to give analogous formulas for other C(k) (the situation is not as simple as 
conjectured in [4]). Two analytic methods of proof will be described; the 
first uses an elementary technique due to Lewin [2] and gives a direct proof, 
but only of half of the theorem, while the second is entirely elementary and 
proves the full theorem, but requires knowing the desired formulas in 
advance. There is also a purely combinatorial proof of the identities which 
generalizes Apery’s proof of (1) (see [3]) and was found independently by 
D. Zagier and by the author; we shall present Zagier’s version of it, which is 
somewhat shorter, in Section 5. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Define f ;, f; by 
Jj (21,- 1)-Z (2) 
0~1~~. . . <i&k j= 1 
(thusf;=f;=Oifr<Oorr>k,f~=fi=l)andnumbersAE,B,by 
A,=: if E = 0, Be={ if E = 0, 
= 1 if 6 > 0, = 1 if 6 > 0. 
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THEOREM. For k > 1 we have the expansions 
(1 - 2’-k) <(2k) = f (-;!I-’ 
?I=’ 
d? 2 
‘6’ (-1)k-c-‘A,fk-,-E 
,+, m ,!Zo 12” ’ ’ 
L (2k+ ‘9 (;))= go ,,,(,-;;k+l 
= F (‘,“) -+ (-l)k-‘A, fk-’ 
n%o 42” ,Yo (2n + 1)2Cf’ n+” 
Q2kf l)= ? --& 
El 
Cl- 2-2k) W) = nzo t2n : q2k 
= F (-I)“(‘,“) ‘9’ (-l)k-‘-‘B,Jk-,-e 
L 2n 
n=o 4 ,feo (2n t 1)2+2’ ‘+’ * 
3. ANALYTIC REFORMULATION 
Denote by Ls,,, [2] and Lh,,, the functions 
Ls,,,(O) = -JO ~‘log~-‘-’ (2 sin +) du, 
0 
Lb,,,(B) = --je U’ logk-‘-’ (2 sinh t) du. 
0 
(34 
(3b) 
(44 
(4b) 
Their values at 2 sin-‘(f) = n/3 and 2 sinh-‘(4) = log w2 (o = (1 t $?)/2) 
are given by 
Ls,,, (+) =zJr (sin-’ t)‘+’ dlogk-‘-‘(2t), 
2’+’ .1/2 
Lh,,,(log w’) = - 
1 Ztl 0 
(sinh-’ t)‘+’ dlogk-‘-‘(2t). 
(5a) 
(5b) 
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On the other hand, we have the identities 
(2 sin-’ x)*~ 
(2k)! 
( sin-’ xlZk- ’ 
(2k - l)! 
obtained by comparing coefficients of like powers of ,U in Newton’s 1676 
formulas 
cos(p sin-’ x)=F 
sin(p sin-’ x) = pxF l+P 1-P ;L;x2 
2’ 2 2 
([ 1, 2.8 (11, 12)]; here F = ZF, = hypergeometric function). Combining these 
equations and observing that 1:’ t”d logk(2t) = (-l)k k!/2”nk, we find that 
the four formulas of the Theorem are equivalent to the two identities 
(-1)"" t lV2l 
i !  nk 
n=1 
risk (mod 2) 
= c (-1)tU21A(k-l-,),2 Ls 
OC;l<k-I 2’l!(k - 1 - 1)! 
I-k- 1 (mod 2) 
5 y$ 
n=l 
n-k- 1 (mod 2) 
= o,~kv, 2~~~;‘;“,,1 Lhk,,(log w’)a 
kk (mod 2) 
(64 
(6b) 
The left-hand sides of (6a) and (6b) can be expressed in terms of the 
multilogarithm function Lik(x) = CF=, x”/nk as R, Li,(-i) = IQ”’ Li,(i) + 
ipkZ L&(-i)) and f(Lik( 1) + (-l)k Lik(-1)), respectively, where R, denotes 
Re or Im depending on whether k is even or odd. Equations (6) are 
interesting because they apparently give the only linear combinations of 
values of Lsk,,(z/3) or Lh,,,(log 02) (except for the trivial case I= k - 1) 
which can be expressed in terms of Li,. Noting that 1 - eiu = -2ie’*’ 
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sin(u/2), I - e-’ = 2e-*= sinh(u/f), we can write them in the equivalent 
form 
1 
(k- I)! Rk-l logk- ‘(i( 1 - eiU)) du 
= R, Li,(-i), (74 
logk w  1 - 
2k(k - 2)! - 2k(k - 2)! 
1 
J 
Jog d 
- 
2(k - l)! 
logk- ‘(e” - 1) du 
0 
_ (-l)k logw* 
2(k - l)! I 
logk-‘(1 -e-U) du 
0 
C’b) 
These are the equations which we will prove. 
4. ANALYTIC PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
From the Fourier expansion 
(-l)l(k-l)/21 !?!$B” (&) = R, Li,(e-‘0) (14 < 2x1 
of the Bernoulli polynomials [ 1, 1.13(14, 15)] and the identity Bk(x + y) = 
C:=0 (5) xjBkej(y) we obtain 
R + tHiWY pi 
kh j! 
,(e-ifl) 
k-J 
j=O 
= R, Lik(e-ice+o)) (IWY IO+ VI < 2x1. (8) 
On the other hand, a k-fold integration by parts gives [2, p. 1781 
(-1)k x 
(k- I)! i , 
logk-‘(I - t) f 
= $1 (-I)’ 
JYO 
- lOg’( 1 - X) Li, _ j( 1 - X). 
j! 
(9) 
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Making the substitution t = eiu in this formula and taking x = eid3 (so that 
1 - x = emin13), and applying (8) with 8 = -w = 7r/3 we obtain 
(k 1 l)! Rk-l i I”’ logk- ‘( 1 - eiU) du 
= (4~~+‘““~ (Bk- (2)‘) , 
where B, = B,JO). A second application of (8), with 8 = 0, w  = ~14, gives 
(74 
As stated in the Introduction, this method does not work for Eq. (7b) and 
we must use instead a method which, though more elementary, has the disad- 
vantage that one has to know the formulas to be proved beforehand (but the 
advantage that it works for all equations of the theorem as well as for a 
generalization with L&(-U) and Li,(l) on the right-hand side of Eqs. (7a) 
and (7b), respectively). For x > 0 set 
f(x)= (kl l)! I o(log*-‘f& 
(this makes sense since the integrand is finite at t = 1). From the identities 
dt dt d(t*) -=-- 
1+t l-t 1- 
and W- ‘) _ dt 1 
I dt 
l-t t 
we obtain 
1 x 
I 
dt 
(k _ l)! o logk-’ ‘I+t=f(x) - 2’?f(X2)~ 
j-(1)-f(x)+ (-l)k(J(l)-f(x-‘))=!$T 
Integrating by parts once in the first integral in (7b), making the changes of 
variables u = -log t, u = log( 1 + t) and u = -log(l - t) in the three 
integrals, and using the above identities and w2 - 1 = w, 1 - we2 = CC’, we 
find after a short computation that the left-hand side of (7b) equals 
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and since f(l) = (-I)k-l Li,(l) by (9), this equals the right-hand side of 
C’b). 
5. COMBINATORIAL PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We shall prove only the identity (4a), since the other three cases of the 
theorem are similar and less interesting (their left-hand sides can be 
expressed by well-known formulas involving Bernoulli and Euler numbers as 
rational multiples of powers of z). 
The numbers f h satisfy the recursion f L+ I -Sm = (l/m’) f k- ‘. Adding 
(n’/m’)f:, to both sides, multiplying by 
(-l)m-’ 12 
n2k-2r (n + my.‘. (n -m) 
and summing over 1 <rn<n- 1, O<r<k- 1 we obtain 
y-1 (-I)* y* 
( 
(-l)m m!* 
Zk-Zrm.bl (n+m) . . . (,-,)f’,+’ Izll n 
(-1>“-‘(m - 1)!2 - 
(n+m-l)***(n-m+l) f:) 
= “Y’ (-l)“(m - 1)!2 kc’ 
,7’ (n + m) **a (n-m) r$J ( 
,!,T’,‘,, f ‘, - (;:!tf-') 
or (since the inner sums on both sides telescope) 
= 
“q’ (-l)m-k+‘(nr - 1)!2 fk-’ 
m%l (n+m)*** (n-m) In * 
Summing this over n gives 
and interchanging the order of summation in the second sum and observing 
that 
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1 
“=$+I (n+m)..* (n-m) 
1 * 1 1 
=- 2m .$+, ( (n+m-l)***(n-m)-(n+m)...(n+l-mm) 1 
1 
= 
2m(2m)! 
we see that the second sum equals 
so this is equivalent to (4a). 
6. SOME INTEGRALS 
The generating functions of the identities (6) (using (5)) lead to integral 
identities 
i 
w  
0 
sin@ sin-’ t) sinh(p log 2t) q 
3 . n/l 48 
=4ErS1n6-cos7rp/2v 
I ‘* (cos(p sin- ’ 0 t) - 1) sinh(p log 2t) f 
3 1 =-~os!E--+ 74’8 
4~ 6 P sin 7rp/2 ’ 
I 
Y2 
sinh(p sin-’ t) 
0 
$ + cosh(p log 2t) 
=$tanf, 
I ‘* (cosh(p sin-’ t) - 1) L + cosh(p log 2t) d’ 0 4 t 
=+(zc(l)--w(1+p)-w(l-9, 
where V(X) = P(x)/T(x). (C onversely, these integral identities can be proved 
641/13/3-7 
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directly, and this provides yet another proof of the theorem.) Reorganizing 
the identities of the theorem by identities of the type used in Section 5 one 
can get other interesting integrals. 
Note added in prooJ An identity equivalent to (4a) and a proof similar to the one given in 
Section 5 (but formulated in terms of generating functions) can be found in a letter by M. 
Koecher in Math. Intelligencer 2 (1980), 62-63. 
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